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HOW NASA 
DECIDED 
WEBB WAS 
READY
INSIDE THE RISK ASSESSMENT
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T
he James Webb Space Telescope’s core science goal of gathering light from the early universe pre-

sented the project team at NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Center with a tremendous launch vehicle 

packaging problem during the conceptual design work in the late 1990s. At that time, the largest 

available launch vehicle fairing measured just 4.6 meters of usable interior diameter, but detecting 

infrared light from the early universe would require a primary mirror much larger than that. NASA 

eventually settled on a 6.5-meter diameter primary aperture and a tennis court-sized sunshade to 

keep the cold, optical side of the telescope operating at less than 50 Kelvin (minus 223 degrees 

Celsius, minus 388 degrees Fahrenheit). Th e primary mirror of 18 segments would need to be arranged inside 

the launch vehicle in three sections that would be unfolded and brought together in space with nanometer 

precision to act as a unitary mirror. Th e fi ve-layer sunshield, each layer consisting of what looked like plas-

tic wrap coated with thin aluminum foil, would need to be compressed and then expanded in space by 

tugging on cables, something like a sailboat crew raising a sail.

Risk assessment involves predicting the likelihood that failures or other types of problems will occur. 

After risks are assessed, project leaders and stakeholders determine whether risks are acceptable, so that 

engineers can fi nd solutions to those that are not acceptable. For the Next Generation Space Telescope, 

which we now know as JWST, the historical record provided no operational space telescopes of similar 

designs to provide a basis for historical risks for such a system. Also, ground testing, which is the prima-

ry means for mitigating risks, came with great limitations in this case due to the telescope’s size, deploy-

ment plan, and Earth’s gravity. Th e spacecraft including its sunshield and telescope assembly were too 

large to be deployed to its full confi guration in a vacuum chamber. Th e telescope assembly would need to 

be tested separately from the sunshield and spacecraft bus consisting of equipment for communications, 

propulsion and other basic spacecraft functions. Perhaps most fundamentally, in space the sunshield and 

optics would be deployed in zero g, but there was no way to precisely mimic such conditions at the required 

scale on the ground.

Th e project team at NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Center in Maryland, the fi eld center chosen to lead the 

project, developed a voluminous portfolio of technical risks over the years to assess and address. Th e reality 

was that many of them could not be mitigated (reduced or eliminated) in any substantive way, largely due to 

the 1-g, zero-g diff erential.

Every do-it-yourselfer knows how hard it can be 
to declare a project complete. Will another turn 
of the bolt or brushstroke make things better 
or worse? That was roughly the choice NASA 
faced a year before the Dec. 25 launch of the 
James Webb Space Telescope. Would more 
testing close more technical risks in the nearly 
$10 billion project or create new ones? In the 
end, NASA decided against more testing. NASA’s 
Jesse Leitner and Tupper Hyde describe the 
assessment they performed that helped NASA 
reach that decision.

BY JESSE LEITNER AND TUPPER HYDE
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Decision time approaches

Such was the context in December 2020, when we 

were assigned by Goddard Director Dennis Andrucyk 

to perform an aggregate risk assessment, meaning 

one that would examine individual risks and look for 

linkages among them to reach a judgement about the 

overall likelihood of mission success or failure. Th e 

result of this assessment was a formal memorandum 

to the center director and an accompanying briefi ng 

to the JWST project offi  ce, to Goddard management, 

and to various others involved in assessing the project’s 

readiness to move forward. While we knew the proj-

ect well, neither of us were members of the project 

team, so this would be an independent assessment. 

When we began our work, the project schedule 

demanded a decision shortly about whether JWST 

was ready to be shipped to the launch site in French 

Guiana. The sunshield assembly had been tested 

multiple times at Northrop Grumman’s Space Park 

facility in California, while the telescope with its in-

struments had been tested in a vacuum chamber in 

a multiweek campaign at NASA’s Johnson Space 

Center in Houston. At Space Park, workers then joined 

the two segments together, and the complete obser-

vatory was fully integrated.

Th e project’s risk register — a database of open, 

closed, and accepted risks — was large, but one par-

ticular topic was on top of everyone’s mind: the sun-

shield. No single deployment test had produced en-

tirely satisfactory results. One question the risk 

assessment would get at was whether to try one last 

deployment test of the sunshield to shoot for success 

and a dose of confi dence. At that time, the project did 

not plan to do so because of the enormous eff orts, 

resources, and risk involved with each deployment. 

Conducting such a test would require weeks of prepa-

ration and then work to recompress the shield for 

launch. But thinking hard about that decision was 

reasonable. Once in space, if the shield were damaged 

or did not deploy fully, the needed cryogenic tempera-

tures likely would not be met, and JWST would not 

deliver the required infrared sensitivity. Of course, 

with JWST now in space, we were as relieved as anyone 

last month when a message to the mission operations 

center in Baltimore confi rmed that all fi ve layers of 

the sunshield were fully deployed, helping to set the 

stage for months of commissioning ahead. In Decem-

ber 2020, we could not know how things would come 

out for the sunshield, and at this writing we do not 

know how commissioning ahead will go. We are en-

couraged by the confi dence derived from performing 

the assessment and the positive results to date.

A modern approach

Our assessment work lasted approximately three 

months and benefi ted from a decision NASA Goddard 

made in 2002 to initiate creation of formal risk state-
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ments for its space missions. Prior to 2002, those 

working on JWST employed informal risk management, 

without formal risk statements or a risk database. Th is 

meant that risks were indistinguishable from risk 

factors, concerns, and worries or watch items. Under 

this old approach, risk determinations were often 

emotionally driven (often by gut feel, rather than de-

tailed analysis) or speculative in nature, as was char-

acterized by the format of the less structured (namely, 

lacking a driving context) risk statements of the day: 

If <event occurs>

Th en < consequence occurs> 

Th e problem with this approach was that an if/

then statement does not describe the context indicat-

ing the likelihood of something going wrong. Without 

such context, a likelihood determination would be 

arbitrary.

By the time of our assessment, Goddard had 

shifted to contextually driven (three-part) risk state-

ments as the standard process:

Given:  <existing condition or scenario>

It is possible that <undesired event occurs>

Resulting in <consequence to the project>

 NASA’s risk assessment 
experts use this matrix to 
numerically express the 
relationship between the 
likelihood of a bad event 
and the severity of its 
consequences. For example, 
an LxC 1x5 is an unlikely 
event that would have 
severe consequences.

NASA
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At  Goddard, just as elsewhere at NASA, the likelihood 

of a result is now expressed as a percentage on a risk 

scale, and that likelihood is now matched to the sever-

ity of the potential consequence by referring to a fi ve-lev-

el, color-coded matrix (see graphic).  Risks can now be 

discussed in a numeric rather than emotional manner 

based on this likelihood-consequence, or LxC, matrix. 

So, a risk with an LxC of 1x5 has a low likelihood of 

happening, but if it happens, the consequence is severe. 

An LxC of 5x1 means there is a high likelihood of the 

risk happening, but the consequences aren’t very scary.

In our aggregate assessment, we applied this 

modern approach, which began with a review of all 

of the risks in the risk register and subsequently ag-

gregated those that were in related categories.  

Reviewing the database

We quickly saw that the JWST risk register provided a 

holistic and complete understanding of the broad 

concern and risk profi le for the mission, including a 

well-thought-out assessment of the potential perfor-

mance shortfalls for the mission. But many of the closed 

risks in the register dated back many years to the if/then 

form of risk statement and came with the caveats we 

mentioned earlier. Without context, they just represent-

ed past worries as opposed to formal, credible risks. 

At the time of GSFC’s transition to the contextu-

ally driven risk structure, the project’s risk board 

brought the unresolved risks that had clear context 

into the modern risk structure. Most of the open risks 

at the time of our assessment could not be closed 

until processing at the launch site, or on-orbit. For 

example, some risks that involved a possible deploy-

ment problem could not be closed until the deployment 

occurred on-orbit. Other risks were related to the 

functioning of the instruments and optics in the real 

thermal and gravitational environment and thus could 

not be closed until commissioning was completed.  

In addition to consulting the register, we had to 

review recent events to ensure that no new risks had 

emerged that were unaccounted for.

On this front, since late 2019, new anomalies had 

accumulated in various levels of testing.  Many of these 

occurred after the last full observatory-level tests had 

been completed. Since many involved changes or 

“use-as-is” dispositions without the ability to verify 

the corrective actions or “leave alone” determinations 

at the full observatory level, it was essential to under-

stand, characterize, and communicate any related risk 

impacts on the mission as part of this overall assessment. 

For the most part, these late anomalies came in four 

sometimes interrelated categories:
■ Tears in blanketing, such as in the thermal protective 

material over the electronics and other sensitive 

components, and in the sensitive sunshield mem-

branes 
■ Issues with cable tension and guiding sleeves for the 

sunshield deployment mechanisms
■  Issues associated with the accumulation (or “stack-

up”) of a range of tolerances throughout the obser-

 The James Webb 
Space Telescope was 
photographed from the 
Ariane 5 rocket’s upper 
stage shortly after separating 
in what NASA called 
“humanity's fi nal look” at 
the $10 billion telescope. 
The black bar at the bottom 
left is Webb's solar array, 
which deployed shortly 
after separation to begin 
providing power to the 
spacecraft.

Arianespace, ESA, NASA, CSA, CNES
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vatory (tolerance in this case represents a generally 

small variability that can contribute to changing some 

expected dimensions when the observatory is de-

ployed); these stack-up errors could result in either 

a deployment problem or an improperly aligned 

telescope that could be uncorrectable 
■ Issues associated with eff ects of gravity during testing 

and the inability to entirely offl  oad gravity (e.g., using 

rails with pulleys or cables); such devices could only 

provide localized or discrete simulation of gravity 

removal but obviously cannot eliminate the eff ects 

of gravity entirely

Th e anomalies were all resolved with root causes 

corrected, but we nevertheless reviewed each to see 

that the resolution was vetted against the fi nal con-

figuration of the observatory, not just against the 

confi guration that existed at the time of the anomaly/

failure resolution. We examined in detail the resulting 

systemic cross-eff ects from the multitude of confi g-

uration changes required to address each anomaly, 

since there was to be no additional full deployment 

of the complete system after some of these changes, 

barring a decision after our assessment to do otherwise. 

On the topic of tears, there was no indication of a 

systemic concern or risk associated with them. Our 

analysis determined them to be a natural consequence 

of the extreme sensitivity of the blankets and sunshield 

membranes combined with the regular handling of 

the large observatory. Th is was determined to be best 

addressed by a comprehensive examination of all 

such surfaces, including those that had been repaired, 

at the last reasonable opportunity before preparing 

the observatory for launch, which was incorporated 

into the launch processing procedures. To some extent, 

the other bullets all combined to characterize an 

inherent risk for such a large observatory as follows:

“Given: the large and complex observatory designed 

for zero-g operation, with extensive mechanical in-

terconnections and the need for meticulous handling 

within the observatory

Th ere is a possibility that: the 1-g testing environ-

ment with limited ability to off -load gravity will give 

rise to a stacking and cabling discrepancy on-orbit 

that aff ects a key deployment, 

With the result that: some observatory functions 

will be degraded.”

In other words, the conclusions drawn from inte-

grating and testing a massive, fl exible zero-g obser-

vatory under the eff ects of gravity might not be fully 

relevant to the operation in space, and thus one or 

more of the deployments might not get an instrument 

into its ideal performance confi guration. Th e design 

team mitigated this risk by incorporating margins 

into the design to accommodate stray light, image 

quality issues, and cryogenic temperature off sets.

In our assessment, we recommended an LxC of 

1x4 for this subaggregate risk. Th e 1x4 risk level rep-

resents a likelihood between 0.1% and 2%, with a 

consequence being a major impact to full mission 

success criteria.  

Key risk areas

The risk posture at the time of this assessment was 

largely characterized by accepted and open risks, but 

this posture had the potential to be infl uenced by on-

going issues at the time that had not yet been fully re-

solved, such as anomalous behavior with the primary 

and redundant communication transponders (these 

issues traced to combined workmanship and materials 

concerns on the electronic assemblies). At the fi nest 

level of detail, the key risk areas were as follows:
■ Extensive use of nonexplosive actuator devices that 

have minimal fault tolerance, that are critical to the 

deployments, and that could not be fully tested 

without “resetting.” Resetting was not only costly and 

time-consuming, but in some cases risky because it 

involved more confi guration breaks and handling.  
■ Th e use of the new three-quarter inch (2 centimeter) 

diameter nonexplosive actuator devices in critical 

applications without past history. Th is risk area was 

mitigated by an extensive (multiyear) development 

program and a full qualifi cation program. 
■ The incorporation of nonexplosive actuators into 

Membrane Release Devices (MRDs), which were 
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higher levels of assembly that held the sunshield 

stowed, that brought about an addition of application 

risk. Th is risk area was mitigated by a full qualifi cation 

program at the MRD level.
■ Th e limited ability to test the enormous observatory 

based on both practical constraints and necessary 

response to issues identifi ed late in development that 

preclude a complete test in fl ight confi guration. 

Aggregate risk assessment

All risks were reviewed for aggregation. While there 

were a pair of items related to one of the JWST prima-

ry instruments, the Near-Infrared Camera, or NIRCAM 

for short, the facts indicated risks to be well below 

credible likelihoods (meaning less than 0.1%). The 

primary candidates for aggregation involved the de-

ployments, most notably the sunshield. Th ere were 

several such risks, most of which overlapped in some 

way. Th ese related to the fact that the observatory could 

not be fully tested in fi nal fl ight confi guration. Doing 

so would require deploying a tennis-court-sized sun-

shade without gravity, under extreme range and dis-

tribution of thermal conditions. Regarding the separate 

testing of the sunshield and telescope assembly, there 

was no prior heritage to put to rest any interactions 

that might not have been observed when each was 

tested individually. We ultimately captured two large, 

aggregated risks, the fi rst of which was as follows:

“Given: the massive size, complexity, development 

constraints, and one-of-a-kind nature (with no his-

torical reliability) of the JWST observatory that prevent 

complete test as you fl y verifi cation and/or validation 

of complex models, 

Th ere is a possibility that: a key interaction that 

impacts system performance is not identifi ed, 

With the result that: mission performance will be 

moderately degraded.  

Recommended LxC:  2x3.”

Th is assessment refl ected the fact that without the 

ability to test the full system in its ultimate confi gu-

ration and environment, a key detail related to the 

thermal environment and lack of gravity may have 

been missed on the ground. For example, gravity may 

have benefi ted an aspect of alignment of the telescope 

and one or more instruments without the team’s 

knowledge, and the actuator range might not be 

“The project knew it had literally done everything 
possible to make the mission a success, but 
communicating why was a major challenge.”

 This rendering shows how 
Webb now looks in space in 
its fully deployed form. NASA 
must still align and tune the 
telescope’s mirror segments, 
a process that will take 
several months.

NASA
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suffi cient to make up for this benefi t.

This risk assumed that the deployment was suf-

fi ciently successful, but that there may have been

some other related effects to degrade instrument

performance.

For the second aggregate risk, we also defi ned a

catastrophic variant of the preceding risk based on

the same context that includes the threat of a failed

deployment:

“Given: the massive size, complexity, development

constraints, and one-of-a-kind nature (with no his-

torical reliability) of the JWST observatory that prevent

complete test as you fl y verifi cation and/or validation

of complex models,

There is a possibility that: a key system interaction

that is not accounted for or modeled with suffi cient

fi delity in the 1-g testing environment combined with

limited ability to off -load gravity will give rise to a

stacking and cabling discrepancy on-orbit that aff ects

a key deployment,

With the result that: mission will fail to meet min-

imum success criteria

Recommended LxC:  1x5.”

This risk subsumed the 1x4 sub-aggregate risk

mentioned above, which is not independent.

Without the ability to test the full system in its

ultimate confi guration and environment, a key detail

related to the thermal environment and lack of grav-

ity may have been missed on the ground. For example,

on the ground, gravity can provide a tension in a cable

that may otherwise be slack, and that tension may be

needed to obtain the full range of deployment.

The two aforementioned aggregate risks were

brought to the project risk board, debated, and ulti-

mately captured within the project’s risk register as

some of the key risks that would be carried through

to launch. With JWST in orbit, the 2x3 risk will not be

retired until commissioning is complete some months

from now, while the second risk could be retired after

the deployments are completed, and thus at the time

of this publication, is indeed retired.

The test-more or proceed-to-launch

dilemma

The typical space mission, no matter how large, aff ords

the luxury if funds and time are available to step through

challenging operations as many times as necessary to

ensure that they can be performed repeatedly without

any failures, anomalies, or unexpected events until the

operations are assured to be fl awless. For years, the

same expectation was on the minds of many that the

same could be said for JWST. Some even said we would

especially need multiple sequential and repeated suc-

cesses for JWST. However, the fact was that each sub-

sequent deployment involved some type of unexpected

response that required (or at least prompted a strong

desire for) a corrective action or improvement. There

was a point at which the project had exhausted its allo-

cation for further testing of the sunshield without

threatening damage to the f light hardware due to

handling and causing further launch delay. It had been

demonstrated that the sunshield material breaks down

after repeated folding and handling.

Given the project team’s confidence that it fully

understood the most recent anomalies in deployment

testing in late 2019, the project planned to proceed

without another full-scale deployment. Our assessment

helped make it apparent that this was, in fact, the bes

decision for a more fundamental reason. Our review o

the late anomalies holistically revealed that there were

paths crossing that weren’t apparent from the review

of the individual anomalous events as they occurred.

To characterize what was really happening required a

review of the sequence of anomalies combined with a

fundamental understanding of the unique aspects o

JWST — the design of a massive fl exible structure that

naturally sags into an out-of-spec condition in 1-g

without the ability to realistically emulate zero-g for

testing. In other words, there was no reasonable way to

offl oad gravity as if it weren’t actually there, notwith-

standing the thermal conditions present. Also, our

holistic review of the full collection of anomalies (dom-

inated by those related to the sunshield deployments

over the past year) showed that the anomalies were a

growing combination of the artifacts of the discrepan-

cy with actual wear and stresses exacerbated by human

factor pressures resulting from repeated deployments.

Successive deployments had surpassed the point of

diminishing returns and further deployments would

almost certainly have the eff ect of increasing, rather

than reducing the risk of an on-orbit problem, or even

notably damaging the system on the ground.

Our assessment rolled up the most signifi cant el-

ement of the JWST risk picture into two key risks: the

potential for a noncatastrophic problem in commis-

sioning the instruments after a largely successful

deployment, and the potential for a mission failure

due to failed critical deployment. It also removed some

lingering questions many had about whether more

deployment testing should be performed. The aggre-

gate risks were in some sense the perspective that

needed to be communicated to stakeholders outside

the project. The project knew it had literally done ev-

erything possible to make the mission a success, but

communicating why was a major challenge.

A well-timed, independent, aggregate risk as-

sessment went a long way to providing a common-

ly understood statement of the remaining risk for

stakeholders. With this, they could be confi dent that

everything that could be done had been done so

that they could be comfortable with the decision to

ship for launch.

T r H de i he c e

engineer at Goddard. He holds

a Ph.D. in aeronautical and

astronautical engineering

from MIT.

Jesse Leitner is the chief

engineer for safety and

mission assurance at NASA’s

Goddard Space Flight Center

in Maryland. He holds a Ph.D.

in aerospace engineering from

Georgia Tech.
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Aerospace America couldn’t get to the Webb telescope 

launch, and maybe you couldn't make it to French Guiana 

either. But Adam Lawrence did. His big brother, Jon, is 

NASA’s lead mechanical systems engineer for the James 

Webb Space Telescope. Due to covid cancellations at the 

last minute, Arianespace told Jon there was an opening for 

Adam in the VIP area to view the launch. Adam, who has been 

hearing about the mission from his brother since 1997, was 

happy to take some time away from his effi  ciency consulting 

business to attend. “I did get to witness history and live in my 

brother's moment, so that was fun,” he says. Here is Adam’s 

account of his journey in his own pictures and words.

Postcard 
from Kourou

1
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1 This is me with my older brother, Jon (right),
who took this selfi e in front of the full-scale

Ariane 5 model at the entrance of the Guiana Space
Center near the town of Kourou. Do I look tired? It
took four fl ights spanning nine hours to get there
from New York. I arrived on Dec. 19, fi ve days before
NASA’s then target of a Dec. 24 launch.

2 This photo of me in front of the Ariane 5 model
gives you a sense of the size rocket that it took

to launch JWST. Just to the right (out of the photo),
is the Jupiter 2 Mission Control Center, which is
where Jon was in his role as NASA’s liaison to the
Arianespace launch team and acting as assistant
to NASA project manager Bill Ochs for the launch
countdown.

3 This is the gallery where about a hundred of
us watched the control room and listened to

briefi ngs. That’s Luce Fabreguettes of the European
Space Agency’s Space Transportation Directorate
talking to us before the launch. The doors to the
outside were opened about two minutes before
liftoff , and we all stepped out to watch. I came to
French Guiana to live in my brother’s moment, but
for those few minutes, I had to go outside and see
it go!

4 Here I am in the VIP gallery. The glass was
thick enough that we could talk without

disturbing the controllers. My Hawaiian shirt capped
a long-running joke with Jon. After all the delays,
one day I told him, “If this thing ever launches, I’m
going to be on the beach in the lounge chair with a
coconut drink in a Hawaiian shirt, and I'm going to
see it happen.” Well, I didn't get to be on the beach
in my lounge chair, but I did have my Hawaiian shirt.

5 This view into the control room shows Jon
(white shirt) at work, with Bill Ochs to his

left (Northrop Grumman project manager Scott
Willoughby was on Jon’s right, just out of view). Back
at NASA Goddard in Maryland, Jon was responsible
for ensuring Webb's structures and mechanisms
throughout the observatory were qualifi ed for
launch. He left a few hours after the launch for the
JWST Mission Operations Center at the Space
Telescope Science Institute in Baltimore, where he
monitored Webb's two-week deployment into its
basic operational shape.

6 This is the control room after the Ariane 5
payload fairing separated from the rocket,

revealing the folded up telescope. This photo
doesn’t capture it, but there was lots of clapping and
high-fi ving when that happened, and I’m told even
more when JWST separated from the upper stage. I
had to leave before that to avoid missing my return
fl ight. I drove really fast through Amazon rainforest
roads past carts and scooters and bicycles and cars
and God knows what else. If you wonder, I made it.
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